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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS
QN the afternoon of Wednesday, June 4, Prof. Edwards lectured before
the Springfield Zoological Club, of Springfield, Mass. The lecture
was given id the Science Lecture Hall of the High School. The subject
was '' Some Phases in the Life History of the Common Fowl.'' A monstrosity was defined as a '' collection of deviations from the specific type,
forming an organism not only of strange form, but one whose functions are
seriously disturbed." Such curious aberrant individuals have been considered as outside the order of nature, but among naturalists, even as early as
Aristotle, it has been shown that they are produced by the normal forces
acting under disturbed physical and chemical conditions. Early in the
nineteenth century, Etienne and Geoffrey St. Hilaire, in their great
'' Treatise,'' laid the foundation~ for the science of teratology, or the
description of monsters. To-day we would go further, we would produce
at will these remarka~le beings. This is possible by varying the incubating
temperature, by varnishing the shell, opening the shell and pressing on, or
cutting the embryo, and in other ways. The !ecture was illustrated by
lantern slides showing various degrees of union in double monsters; simple
monsters without heads, or with the heart at the back of the neck, and
many -other curious anomalies. Prof. Edwards h as done a great deal of
original investigation along the lines dwelt upon in his lecture, which
proved most interesting.
At a special meeting of the TABLET Board, held June 2d, the new
Constitution was adopted. The instrument seems to be very efficient, and
we anticipate that it will greatly facilitate the running of the TABLET.
We are expecting great things of the senior dramatics this year. The
cast has been rehearsing very faithfully, and under the direction of Mr. H.
T. Quaile will, we hope, give us a star performance of "Bardell vs. Pickwick.''
The New England intercollegiate athletic meet was held in Worcester
May 24th, and although there was never at any time during the games a
danger of our winning the meet, yet the very excellent work of Van
Weelden, '03, in breaking the broad jump record and placing it at 22 feet
5¼ inches, and tieing for third place in the high jump, was very creditable
and deserving of all praise. With a good year's training, Van Weelden
ought to be among the leaders of college athletes in the spring of 1903.
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ALMA MATER
HAIL to thee Trinity, mother of all of us!
· ·.
Many the lessons we've learned at thy knee;
J\1any the years that you've tended and guarded us,
Tender our thoughts when our minds turri to thee.
Loyal we'll be to thy flag floating over us,
Gold from a star and the dark ocean's blue;
Long as it waves to the heavens that smile on it,
So will our hearts beat allegiance to you .
. Years, yet to come, shall be crowded with dreams of thee,
Visions of days that are absent and gone,
Ever our love shall enfold anc,l encompass thee,
And in life's sunset thy memory shall dawn.
Hail to thee Trinity, mother of all of us!
Honor and Fame may thy heritage be,
Weakened thy foes as our hearts when we part from you;
Tender .our thoughts when our minds t_u rn to thee.

W. S. T . .

EDITORIALS

THE most noticeable defect in the administration of Trinity's
athletic affairs is what may be called a lack of team-work.
At present there are at least nine different bodies more or less
influential in our local world of sports, each one uninformed as to
the plans of any other, sometimes ignorant of the existence of some
of the others. It is quite true that a number of these are technically
subordinate to others; but the subordination is not of such a character as to secure co-operation and unity of purpose. We have,
among the undergraduates, the Athletic Association; and, in the semiindependent position described above, the organizations having in
charge football, baseball, basketball, track athletics and lawn tennis.
Then there is the Faculty Committee, who are charged with sundry
duties, for the most part growing out of the well-known rules of
the faculty, and who enjoy that repose which results from subjection to perfectly balanced forces. The Graduate Advisory Committee is an invention of the students. It consists of three alumni,
who are_empowered to express their opinions at all times, and who
may censure an inefficient officer at the close of his term of office.
Lastly, there is in existence a committee of alumni, who are engaged
in the preparation of a new constitution for the Athletic Association,
designed to do away with. some of the evils described above.
Obviously our system is most unsystematic, uneconomical, wasteful
indeed, of time, energy, and money. Nevertheless we have rubbed
along somehow, in our own happy-go-lucky fashion; have managed
to pay our bills, in the lo~g run, or after a long run. Considering
our small number of students and the rapidly changing conditions
under which our sports have been conducted, it is not surprising,
perhaps, that our organization should be an aggregation of devices,
each of which was originated to meet some pressing temporary
emergency. No doubt the time has fully arrived for a more
effective _o rganization. 1.'o the present writer it appears that any
reform should aim at the attainment of these fpur things:
(1) That the students should be asked for only one contribution each year, and should receive admission tickets to home games
in recognition of their subscriptions.
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(2) That the money thus received, together with all other
moneys devoted to athletic purposes, should be appropriated to the
various sports by a committee of the Athletic Association, such
committee to include a number of alumni sufficient to ensure some
continuity of plan.
(3) That great care should be exercised in the selection of
managers, assistant managers, and captains. The students now
in college have seen some good management. Some of us who
have been here a long time have seen management not so good,
and from which serious disasters have come.
(4) That schedules, or at least the football schedule, should
be arranged in consultation with graduates who were players.
By these suggestions it is not intended to recommend a complete
submission of undergraduate to graduate control. It is part of the
training of college life that men learn to manage their own affairs,
and learn through mistakes. But it is also part of that training
that men may learn to profit by the experience of others. It is
thus that alumni can be of best service in our athletic committees
- by helping the younger men to avoid mistakes that have been
made over and over again, ad nausea1n. Probably the multiplication of rules and machinery should be avoided. What we seem to
want is the union of interests now tending to diverge, and the
assurance that our policy will not be changed every year or two.
The college spirit and athletic interest of our students can be
depended upon. Our men have often and often, alas! _been compelled to b ear up under disappointment and to witness defeat when
victory was expected. When have they failed to stand by a losing
team with perfect loyalty? Although we cannot all play football,
even on the ''Consolidated," we are all ready to encourage and help
those who can. But :-Don't come around with the subscription
paper more than once a year. Print the financial reports in the TABLET.
Enlist enough graduates in the management to secure uniformity
of administration and protection against the business errors of the
immature. Such is the condition of affairs now confronting ur.
Can we not seize the opportunity of the moment and PLAY BALL!
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DURING the past year the library of the Chemical Department
has received several valuable accessions. But worthy of note
are complete sets of The Yournal of The Chem£cal Sodety (London)
and M£neral Industry. Very useful at present, they furnish an excellent basis on which to build. Naturally the additions thus far have
been mainly in the line of pure science. What is most needed now
are works on applied chemistry, such as a comprehensive dictionary
of applied chemistry and a journal of technological chemistry. The
most important gain in the equipment of the laboratory is a small
plant for electrolytic work. Though not at present complete, it
will be ·ready for use next year. This opens up a field of work of
great interest and importance, a~d the efficiency of the department
will, as a result, be largely increased. As to the work of the year,
it has been, on the whole, satisfactory. No question about it, the
equipment of the chemical laboratory is good, - so good as to be
worth bettering. Its limitations are largely a matter of space.
Much apparatus which should be and is frequently used is out of
place in a store room, or, what is equally bad, is being shifted
about to make room for the work of the moment. Such necessities
economize neither time nor temper. The cry, "Give! give!·' is
often, no doubt, irritating, but such is the way of the world. One
who is awakened daily in the early morning- by the peevish cry of
the blackbird's young knows this irritation from A to Z. But food
is somehow needed for growth. The blackbird's cry comes daily.
The cry of a growing college finds its loudest expression only once
in the ye_a r. Consider this and be thankful as well as generous.

*

*

*

SINCE the dedication of the Boardman Hall of Natural Science
the Department of Natural History has experienced a rapid
and steady advancement. The courses are well selected, and are
gaining a well-deserved popularity with undergraduates. This year
several men availed themselves of the facilities offered at Trinity for
postgraduate and special work, and next fall will see a still greater
number of specialists here. Last year the TABLET published the
outlines of a scheme set on foot by Professor Edwards and styled

•
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by him, "A Floating Laboratory for the Department of Natural
History of Trinity College.
The idea is to procure a large seaworthy schooner, fit it up with all the modern appliances for sounding, dredging, etc., after the manner of the "Albatross, which is
used for similar purposes by the United States Fish Commission,
and spend the summers cruising in southern and coast waters,
where the most favorable conditions for such work are found. The
idea is unique.
Few other educational institutions have such
adjuncts to their regular laboratories. But a careful investigation
has shown the project to be both practicable and advantageous, and
after a year or two it would be largely self-supporting from the sale
of specimens and material gathered on the trips. Twenty-two hundred dollars have already been raised towards a fund of ten thousand dollars for the undertaking. The prominence which "A
Floating Labor.1tory" would give to Trinity should be a strong
argument in its favor with those to whom the development of the
Natural Sc:ence Department does not especially appeal, and we
feel confident that another year will accomplish the "launching"
of this project. In another column of this issue appears a circular
letter addressed to the alumni in regard to specimens for the
museum. Many additions to the collections have already been
made during the past year, among which are the Batterson collection of minerals, and specimens for the vivarium and aquarium.
Although these additions have added much to the museum, there
is still space which could be filled to the improvement of the department, and we hope that there will be an active response to Mr.
Fisher's letter.
ti

ti

When they found him, with one cuff on,
Fishing down the kitchen sink,
Mr. Darwin cried out proudly
"I have found the missing link."

THE T A~LET BOARD
THE TABLET editorial board for the year 1901-1902, was composed as
follows: P. S. Clarke, 1903, Editor-in-Chief; E. J. Mann, 1904,
Business Manager; H. B. Vanderbogart, 1903, Literary Editor; R. H.
Hutchinson : 1903, E. C. Thomas, 1903,W. La_rchar, Jr., 1903, G. H. Holden,
1902, and T. J. M. Syphax, 1903, associate editors. The board issued
the class day number last June, but its real term of office did not begin until
Fall, when several marked changes were made. The price of the subscription was reduced from $2 to $1, and two new departments were added,
those of Exchanges and Intercollegiate Notes. The board has labored constantly to improve the paper and to extend its sphere of influence by making
it the mouthpiece of all who are interested in the college. With this end
ln view an increased subscription list among the alumni was striven for
~ith fair success. The graduates began to show a real interest in the
coll~ge organ, and the board was fa~ored with a number of communications
from Trinity men. Last year marked a change in the style of the paper
which the present board hopes to extend still farther, in the effort to make
the TABLET a publication which shall not only interest our alumni, but
prove a Trinity production in every respect.

HYMNUS ACADEMICUS MATUTINUS
NUNC iubar solis trepidans rubescit,
Nosque surgentes, animis refectis,
Laudibus claris hilares ca·n emus
Omni potentem.
Ut Deus nostras studiis diei
Roboret mentes, tacitae per umbras
Noctis ut servet vigilans amore,
Corde precamur.
Praesidem doctum et iuvenes et omnes
Rore doctores. benedictionis
Ille suffundat pater angelorum,
Hie et ubique,
Semper ut npbis liceat canamus
Ad thronum stantes penitus beati,
Ut volens sanctos Deitas redemptos
Fron de coronet.
Herbert .1J£. Hopkins.
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A LOAFER'S SOLILOQUY
( JUST BEFORE '' EXAMS '')

cram, or not to cram, that is the question:T O Whether
'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The "fives" and " flunks" of outrageous loafing,
Or to take books against a corps of teachers,
And, by our cramming, fool them ?-To cram ;-to sleep
No more ;-and, by a cram, be sure to start
The head-ache and the thousand natural ills
Exams. bring on us,-'tis a consummation
Much to be deplored. To cram ;-to cram;To cram! and not to sleep ;-aye, there's the rub;
For, in that constant cramming, sleep may come,
When we have not accomplished all our work,
And give us pause: there's the defect
That makes us lose to faithful workers:
For who would bear the constant grind and car~,
The Prof's reproofs, the luck's chance good recitation,
The pangs of the name "grind," delay by cuts,
The insolence of loafers, and the sneers
That from the know-it-all's mouth is snarled,
· When he himself might peace and quiet gain
By slighting .studies? Who would study bear,
To ''bone" and "grind " with unremitting toil,
But that the dread of something in exams.Those oft recurring torments from whose scourge
No student e'er is free-puzzles the will,
And makes some rather study while they can
Than wait till later when, perchance, they'll sleep!
Thus lack of nerve makes students of a few!

Theodore N. Denslow.

THE TROUBLES OF HASTINGS

" y OU fellows,

just listen to this," said Hastings, as he walked
into his room with a letter in his hand:

"Mv DE.I\R NEPHEW:-Your very kind invitation has been
received, and I have decided to visit you on the occasion of your
graduation. It has been many years since I have seen you, and I
remember you only as a mere °child. I hope that by this time you
have grown up into a devout and God-fearing young man, and that
the teachings of your youth have grown stronger within you as
your life has passed. I shall arrive some time on Saturday.
'' Your affectionate
"AUNT MARY."

"Now, wouldn't that ruin a fellow? I haven't seen the old
lady since I can remember, and just for fun I sent her a commencement invitation, and hanged if she doesn't take it up. Did you
ever hear of such luck? And here I have been planning all kinds
of times for the week," and Hastings fell into a chair dejectedly.
The rest of the crowd in the room laughed. Advice was given
freely. "Cheer up, old man; maybe she won't come." "You
ought to be glad to see your dear auntie." "My devout nephew
- Oh! fudge."
Hastings stopped the conversation with a few well-aimed books,
and then said: '' Well, it's got to be done, and I am in for it. For
heaven's sake, fellows, help me out! What shall I do with her?
She will want to go to church the whole time, and will say that the
Class Day exercises are an abomination unto the Lord, and so on,
until I'll go crazy or something."
"Well, the only thing for you to do is to meet her, and we will
try to help you entertain her. Put your Bible out, and hide those
whist trays, and you will be about ready to show her the room of
'my devout nephew.'" And the door slammed with a bang behind
a flying senior.

*

*

' *

*

*
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The train from New York pulled into the depot, and came to a
sudden -stop. The platform was crowded with people, and Hastings
was straining his eyes to catch sight of some one that must look
like his aunt, when he ~.10ticed a tall, elderly lady advancing toward
him. She was dressed entirely in black, and carried several of the
proverbial band boxes. Pulling himself together, Hastings advanced toward her and said:
"Pardon me, but is this Miss
Enderly of Boston?"
"Can this be my nephew, my sister's own child~ whom I have
not seen for years, arid who now stands before me? Ah! can it be
so?" came in a high dramatic falsetto from behind the veil.
"Then this is my dear Aunt Mary?" said Hastings, struggling
with his emotions. Just then he caught sight of some of the fresh•
men who .were leaving on the same train. "Just my luck. To be
seen by those freshmen with this freight! That is the limit," said
Hastings, as he rapidly picked up his aunt's property and started
for the stairs. Having seen her safely to her hotel, he tore off up
to the college, and broke in to his room with a rush.
'' Well, how is our aunt?" eame from several of the occupants.
'' All of you go to the devil," roared Hastings. '' Isn't it en,ough
to have to escort that remnant of a remote past around here without
you felows keeping the joke up? Gad, I wish you were in my
place, with band boxes, and parasols, and more plunder than is in
the janitor's room, trying to get the old lady to the hotel without
seeing anybody, and having to sneak down side streets like a criminal; for she would walk, -said she wanted to see the city." The
laughter from the crowd drowned the rest of the speech.
" It's hard luck, old man," said one; "but it teaches you to
respect the aged, and all young men should be taught that."
"That's all right; but how am I going to chain her up so that I
can get to the 'prom'? I've invited Miss Clyde already, and now
that delightful aunt of mine insists that we go to a Spiritualist meet•
ing on Monday evening."
'' What are you going to do about it?" asked one.
"I don't know yet," replied the victim; "but I expect to bring
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her up here on Monday afternoon, and if you fellows will turn in
and help, it may do some good."

*

*

*

*

*

"Aunt Mary, this is my room, and I want to introduce you to
some of my friends." A formal bowing took place, and a strained
expression began to appear on several faces.
'' I trust you young gentlemen are not wasting .your time here
in idleness," said the old lady, as she sat down.
'' I would much
prefer to be alone did I think that I might be withholding any of
you from your studies."
"Not at all, Miss Enderly," said Guilden, who occupied a conspicuous position on the window seat.
"I trust not, young gentlemen; for the ways of idleness lead
but to destruction, and many there be that follow them. When I
was but a mere girl - - "
A roar of laughter broke the silence of the room. It came from
the couch corner, and Hastings rose angrily. But as he opened his
mouth to speak, he was amazed to see his "aunt'' dash madly for
the door, and pause there long enough to say:
"The game worked most beautifully, my dear n~phew. Thank
you for two days of most pleasant enterta-inment."
The next moment saw a strange sight on the college walk, and
a freshman, in his window, turned to his room-mate long enough
to say: "Come here, quick, and look at Hastings chasing Dick
Carroll down the walk. Look at the rig on Carroll. Guess the
senior dramatics has broken up in a row."
Philip Safford Clarke.

THE CLASS-DAY GIRL

SHE is gentle, she is fair,

With a " wealth of golden hair,"
And lots of little ways that are charming;
When she is nice,
She is very, very nice ;
But when she is mad, she is alarming.
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THE 1903 IVY
The '' 1903 Ivy '' was placed on sale June 5th. The '' Ivy '' for this
year is, in appearance and contents, one of the best that has ever been
published. The book is bound in dark green cloth stamped in white, in a
very neat and artistic design, making the class colors. It is dedicated to
the Hon. Joseph Buffington, '75, as a token of the undergraduates' appre.ciation of the work he is doing towards a" Doubled Trinity." The
frontispiece is a work of art and encloses a dainty little verse, "The Ivy,"
by W. S. Trumbull, '03. A brief editorial thanks all those who have contributed to the book. The college calendar is accompanied by a handsome
drawing by S. D. Lindsey, '08. One of the special features of the book
is Judge Buffington's i ' Trinity True," with the music. The literary
contributions contain , among other things, a fine poem, "The Horn of
Wisdom," by Prof. C. F. Johnson.
A half-tone engraving and short
biographical sketch of Prof. W. L. Robb also appear.
Taken as a whole,
the book is a decided success, and is remarkable for the excellence of the
half-tone engravings and line cuts, and for the neat selection of the subject
matter.

WHAT is so fair as a night in June?
Then, if ever, mosquitoes come.
You hear, in the dark of your sleeping room,
The noise of their wings as they softly hum.
Sleeping is over; you quickly rise
And chase them round till, with morning's light,
Out of the window the last one flies.
Oh what is so sweet as a warm June night.

T.

· THE DAINGERFIELD "MADONNA AND CHILD."
ELLIOTT DAINq-ERFIELD, a New York artist, enjoys the
unique distinction of being our only American painter who
has given the world a '' Madonna and Child." Mr. Daingerfield is
a Virginian who had never seen Europe until the summer of 1897,
when he visited some of the numerous art centers in order to study
the celebrated European masters by the aid of their great paintings. Daingerfield himself acknowledges great indebtedness to Mr.
George Inness, who had so much admiration for the younger artist
that he became a purchaser of the paintings issuing from the other's
brush. The two men grew to be great friends, and Daingerfield
attributes that exquisite color scheme noticed in all his pictures to
this intimate association with Inness.
The great charm of this one painting lies in the restful harmony
and simplicity of its arrangement, and in the profound depth and
tone of the coloring. At last our country has a Raphael, and finally
the time has come when the birth and unveiling of noteworthy art
creations is to take place in America.
This picture of the '' Madonna and Child" is not modern in its
composition, nor does it possess any trick in the arrangement of the
costume or background, but it reminds one in its color quality of
the early fifteenth and sixteenth century artists. The Blessed
Virgin is seated in the cool shadow of some quiet spot, and the
dark masses of foliage about her betoken the lovely month of May,
which has been hallowed by the immemorial observance of Catholics
a:s a season of special devotion to the Fairest and Most Blessed
among women, the all holy and all beautiful Mother of God. The
left shoulder of Our Lady is partially turned and her head is
lowered ever so slightly above the face of the Holy Child, who
rests in her arms. His face is turned over her shoulder, looking
out of the canvas, one dimpled arm clasped about the mother. The
costume is of the very simplest; the gauzy white of the upper dress
of both mother and son is relieved by a diaphanous, filmy blue,
emblematic of the Blessed Virgin's purity. This robe sweeps down
in folds from her shoulders, scarcely bared, and is caught up again
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in the hand which supports the child's divine form. This sweep of
silken draperies deepens gradually from the most delicately hued
blue to that intense shade found only in the work of the earlier
Florentine painters.
This note of blue is repeated in the infinity of the sky which
appears between the rhododendron leaves and branches in the background, against which the figures are relieved. The russet-green of
the lingering, whispering shadows harmonizes exquisitely with the
lower dress of the mother. About each head, and intermingling, are
two halos, transparent and luminous. St. Mary looks into the face
of her baby with a gaze of sweet and sad thoughtfulness. She
seems to be recollecting the wonderful night of the Nativity, the
strange worship and adoration of the Magi, and the on-looker
realizes that Holy Mary remembers all things, and "ponders them
in her heart."
The face of the Infant Jesus is not that of a babe, but, more
properly, a .type of babyhood in which one feels the wisdom and
majesty that belong to our Blessed Lord. In the light and shade
scheme of the painting this wonderful face radiates the entire light
of the picture. Grading from this central point throughout the
entire canvas the effulgent rays pass, until the whole composition is
illuminated by the face, making potent the words: "I am the
light of the world."
Not only do the two halos of mother and child unite and bind
closely together each form in a resplendency of light, but there is
also a very indistinct, shimmering and larger nimbus which encircles
the two figures and combines them more perfectly into one living
whole, which in point of teaching expresses with convincing
force the glorious unity of the human and divine natures. This
encompassing circle, symbolic of God Almighty, brings into the
picture the teaching and the eternal truth of the adorable and
omnipotent Trinity.
The color outline is remarkable for its great quietness. There
is neither garishness nor crudity, but rather the peaceful contrast of
the light about the heads with the umbrageous depths which gives
it a cool, refreshing restfulness. In fact, it might have been painted
cycles ago if one could judge from its tonality.
E. Lathrop Baker.
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At a meeting of the members of the track team, held May 28th, George
Rankin has worked hard and
conscientiously, and under his leadership we hope to have a winning team
next year.
The manager of the b aseball team was obliged to close the season and
cancel the remaining games, owing largely to a lack of financial support.
The team has had hard luck in having been unable to play several games
on account of rain, a nd this caused a loss to the management; and then, to
have a good team, it is almost necessary to have more than nine men on the
squad.
At a meeting of the TABLET Board, June 5th, the following new men
were elected:
C. F. Clement, '05, and W. S. Wallace, '05.
After
the election of the new men, the officers for the coming year were elected
as follows: Editor-in-chief, R. H. Hutchinson, '03; business manager,
E. J. Mann, '04; literary editor, H. B. Vanderbogart, '03; secretary, C.
F. Clement, '05. With this efficient staff the next year's TABLET ought
to have a most prosperous career.

D. Rankin, '03, was re-elected captain.

At a meeting of the baseball tenm, held June 2d, Henry D. Brigham,
'03, was elected captain for the season of 1903. Brigham has played a
star game at first base for three years, and we hope that he will have a
good te~m next year.
The final s of the tennis tournament were played off June 2d by S. St.
J. Morgan, '03, and H. D. Brigham, '03. rt was the finest exhi.bition of
good tennis that has been seen in college for a long time. Brigham finally
won out after a prolonged and exciting struggle. Score: 3-6, 6-2, 8-6,
5-7, 6-4.
At a meeting of the undergraduate body, June 3d, S. St. J. Morgan,
'03, was elected college marshal for the commencement exercises.
The following men have been elected to the Senior -Honorary Society:
H. D. Brigham, '03; G. D. Rankin, '03; E. C. Thomas, '03; S. St. J.
Morgan, '03; H. L. G. Meyer, '03 T. M. Syphax, '03.
We should like to remind the undergraduates that Meyer, '03, has been
appointed to receive subscriptions for the new athletic field. After the exhibition of such splendid spirit on the part of the alumni in raising $7,500
during the p ast winter for this new field, we think the students ought to
strain every nerve to do a generous part in this necessary work.
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Wheeler, '02, Craig, '03, Allen, '04, and Burrows, '05, have been
appointed to receive subscriptions to defray the expense of remodeling the
trophy room.
T. M. Syphax, captain of next year's football team, has had the candidates for the team out for light practice, consisting mostly of kicking. We
intend to have a splendid team next fall, and it is never too soon to begin
to work for that end.
A number of changes will go into effect in the college curriculum of
required work next fall. Ethics I and Economics I will hereafter be
elective to juniors, instead of required as heretofore. Mental Science I will
be required of juniors instead of seniors, to whom all courses will be elective.
Special courses of a half year will be offered as follows : Advanced Greek
composition, advanced Latin composition, Patristic Latin, and New Testament Greek.
The fifth german of the season was given in Alumni Hall on Tuesday
June 3d, and was a very enjoyable affair. Leaders: E. A. Sheldon, '02,
with Miss Parker, and E. B. Goodrich, "stag."
The 1904 " Ivy " Board met on June 5th, and elected the following
officers: T. . Denslow and E. J. Dibble, managing editors; B. ~ Morgan,
literary editor. The associate editors are F. S. Brown, W. B. Allen, H. R.
Mcllvaine and F. B. Bartlett.
The senior class is practicing our new song, "Trinity True," and will
sing it on Class Day. The song was written by the Hon. Joseph Buffington, '75, and set to music by the great conductor, Victor Herbert.
The special preacher in the college chapel on Sunday, June 8, was the
Rev. Spencer S. Roche of St. Mary's Church, Brooklyn. The chapel was
well filled with students and Hartford people. The text was from Ephesians
II: 21, "In whom all the buildings, fitly framed together, groweth," and
was delivered in a masterly style.
At a meeting of the Sophomore Dining Club, June 7th, the following
men were elected from the class of 1905: Clement, Ewing, Remsen,
Stedman, Watson, and Wynkoop.
A circular letter has been sent to the alumni in regard to special railroad rates for all those who desire to attend the commencement exercises.
Provided over one hundred accept the offer, the rates will be reduced one-
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third from all points east of Buffalo and Pittsburg and north of the
Potomac river. The committee on arrangements is C. E. Graves, F. E.
Johnson, and David Van Schaack.
The annual meeting of the Athletic Association was held June 7th.
After the reports of the officers, committees and managers of the baseball
and track teams had been accepted, the following officers were elected for
the coming year: President, H. L. G. Meyer, '03; vice-president, J. M.
Johnson, '03; secretary, T. . Denslow, '04; treasurer, W. B. Allen, '04;
manager of baseball team, R. B. Van Tine, '04; assistant manager, Watson, '05; manager of track team, Larchar, '03; assistant, Buffington, '04;
manager of basketball team, Hutchinson, '03; assistant, Denslow, '04.
At a meeting of the Tennis Association, June 7th, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, Brigham, '03; vicepresident, Morgan, '03; secretary and treasurer, Bruce, '03.
Numbers III and IV of Vol. II of the Trinity College Bulletin were
issued last Friday. Owing to the absence of Professor Martin, who has
had chai:ge of the publication, it was found expedient to combine the two
numbers in one book, covering the entire Trinity term. The purpose of
the Bltlleti"n is to place before those interested in Trinity a detailed account
of the affairs of the college. It is issued quarterly. This last issue is
most complete, and covers the events of the past four months in an interesting and comprehensive manner. The work and needs of the various
departments are commented upon, and the changes affecting the faculty
and those in the curriculum are noted. There are also some interesting
editorials and several pages devoted to athletics. Altogether, tne number
is an ex~ellent one, and well worth a careful perusal.

THE USUAL THING
WHEN he had some cash
He was very, very rash,
And when it was gone, he was ' 1 busted.''
At first he was flush,
And spent it with a rush,
And now he can't even get trusted.

2 '

ATHLETICS

,_

w

FORDHAM 22, TRINITY 2
EDNESDAY, May 21, Trinity was defeated by Fordham at Fordham
by the score of 22 to 2. Trinity was in very poor form and was
easily outclassed by Fordham who played a very fast ga me, both at the bat
and in the field. Score :
TRINITY.

Barton, c. f..........
Mann, s.s............
Goodridge, p... ... . .
Henderson, c. ......
Brigham, lb ........
Allen, 2b... ... .... . ...
Clement, 1. f. .. ......
Syphax, 3b..........
Wheeler, r. f.. .......
Eaton, r. f.. .........

AB.

R.

3
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
2
1

1
1
0

lD. P.O.

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

1
1

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
0
0
4
8
5
1
4
0
0

A.

E.

0
2
4

3
3
0

4

O

O
1

1
2

0

O

0
0
0

1
2
1

FORDHAM.

Swetman, 2b. ... ...
Butler, c ..............
Keane, c. f. ..........
O'Brien, 3b ..........
Mitchell, I. f... .. . . ..
Robertson, lb .....
Kennedy, r. f.......
Hartman, s. s. .. ...
Horan, p .............

AB.

R.

6
6
5

3

2

2

4

1

2
3

2
3

7
0

2
0

0
0

6

2
5

1
3

3
2

2
0

0
1

6

1B. P.O.

A.

E.

6

3

2

11

0

0

6

2

1

1

0

0

6
6

0

3

0

6

0

2

2

1

1

O

Totals .............. 29
2
2 24 11 13
Totals .............. 53 22 19 27 15 2
By Innings ........................................... 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Trinity ....................................................... O
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0-2
0
8
2
0
4
3
0
x-22
Fordham ...... ............................................. 5
Two-base Hits-Swetman, Robertson.
Three-base Hit-Horan.
Home RunMitchell. Struck Out-By Goodridge 2; by Horan 4. Base on Balls-By Goodridge 1;
by Horan 4.
CRESCENT ATHLETIC CLUB

7,

TRINITY

5

Saturday, May 24, Trinity closed her baseball season by playing the
Crescent Athletic club a close game at Bay Ridge. Crescent was unable
to hit Mann successfully except in the second, when they bunched their
hits and practically won the game. Both teams fielded well. The throwing of Dunne was very good. Mann made a home run in the first inning,
and Goodridge pulled down a fly that was marked home run. Score:
TRINITY.

Barton, c. f.. ........
Mann, p ..............
Goodridge, r. f.. ....
Henderson, c. ......
Brigham, lb ........
Allen, 2b..............
Clement, 1. f.. .......
Syphax, 3b. .........
Maddox, s. s........

AB.

R.

1B. P.O.

A.

E.

4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

1
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0

1
1
1
O
1
2
0· 5
0 1Z
2
2
0
0
O 1
1
1

0
6
0
2
1
2
0
1
1

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

Totals .............. 32 5
6 24 13 3
By Innings ................................................ 1
Trinity ......................................................... 2
Crescent A. C ............................................... 1

CRESCENT A.C. AB.

A.

E.

4
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
4

1
0
0
1
0
1
1
2
1

1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
4
5
8
0
O
1
5
2

3
2
0
0
0
2
0
1
0

0
1
0
-0
0
0
0

Totals .... :......... 36
2
3
4
5
0
0
1
0
4
O
O
1

7
6
0
0

8 27
7
8
0
0
O
1

8

Quimby, s. s ........
Afield, 3b .............
Reddington, c. f...
Steveson, F., 1 b...
Steveson, G., r. f..
Clarke, p. ........... .
McKenzie, 1. f ......
Watt, 2b.... ..... .....
Dunne, c..............

R.

lB. P.O.

o
0

1
9
2-5
x-7
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-TRACK MEET

In the annual track meet of the New England Intercollegiate Athletic
Association held at Worcester, May 23 and 24, Trinity scored in two
events, getting first place in the broad jump and tieing for third place in
the high jump.
Van Weelden in the trials for the broad jump Friday afternoon, by
taking off in perfect form, broke the record by one and one-half inches,
jumping twenty-two feet five and one-half inches. This record will probably stand for a long time. Van W eelden also tied for third place in the
high jump. The · other men to do well were Capt. Rankin and ,valker.
Walker qualified in the high hurdles, running a pretty race. Rankin quali-·
fied in a very fast trial heat in the hundred, and in the semi-finals w;s
beaten by the slightest of margins. Amherst had no difficulty in winning.
the meet. Trinity took seventh place, Wesleyan and Tufts being farther
down the line. Ingalls' '99 record in the hammer throw was broken.
BASEBALL·
Taking into consideration the handicaps and difficulties that _Captain
Goodridge had to face, the baseball season may be called a success.
Although but few games were won, in almost every case Trinity made her
opponents work hard for victory, and showed a fighting spirit in up-hill
games that was most commen able.
At the beginning of the season there were six positions left vacant by
1901 graduates, which had to be filled, in most cases, with untried men.
William Lush of the Boston National League team was secured as coach.,
and in the short time he was with the candidates accomp_lished much by
his efficient coaching. The team started the season with Henderson behind
the bat, and Brigham, Allen, Mann and Barton in the infield, and Clement,
Wheeler, Syphax and Eaton in the outfield, with Goodridge doing the
pitching.
A change was necessitated by Goodridge developing a sore
arm. This coming in the middle .of the season broke up the team
play, which is one of the most essential features of a winning team.The final make-up of the team was : Syphax at third, Maddox taking
M ann's place at short when he was in the box, with Barton in the outfield. This proved to be the fastest combination, and several clos_ely contes ted games were played with strong teams, the most notable of which
was t ~e game with the Yale College team, Johnson_pitching for Yale. The
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team suffered its worst defeat at Fordham, Trinity at that time being in a
crippled condition. In batting, the team was fairly strong, there being
several consistent hitters, while the fielding was rather erratic, as at times
very brilliant fielding would be shown and at other times just the opposite.
The college support of the team was not what it should have been, and
this undoubtedly affected the playing of the men. No strong second nine
was organized with which the 'varsity could practice. Rain caused the
cancelling of several games, which, if played, would probably have given
the team a better standing.
Captain Goodridge played the season in even better form than last
year, his biggest improvement being in batting, his average being slightly
over four hundred. vVhen his arm was in condition he pitched his usual
steady game, giving very few bases on balls, and keeping the opponents'
hits well scattered. He was supported in most excellent style by Henderson, who, although playing his first year behind the bat, handled himself
like a veteran. He was strong in all departments of the position, being a
sure catch of fouls, a good back stop, and a very strong and accurate
thrower. In batting he did not reach his last year's form, but nevertheless
did well. Barton started the season out of his position, and he soon
showed that it was poor policy to try to make an infielder out of an outfielder. When he was placed in the outfield again he did well, covering a
lot of ground and throwing well. His batting was a big improvement
over former years, and he was a very good waiter at the bat. Wheeler,
although a senior, played on the team for the first time. He covered right
and center field in good style, but was a trifle weak in batting and
throwing. Brigham again covered first in his brilliant style, handling all
kinds of throws cleanly, and throwing strongly. His batting showed
improvement, and was very timely. Syphax started the season in the outfield, where he did excellently. Being placed on third, he had some difficulty with his throws. He was very good on the many foul fiies that come
to a third baseman. In batting he was a trifle weak. Mann played a
very . fast game at third and short, and pitched in very good form. He hit
well, and was the fastest man of the team on the bases and was the best
run getter. Allen played a very good game at second, making only two
errors in the season and covering a large amount of ground. He was a
good batter. Maddox did not have much of a chance to show what he
could do. He filled in at short acceptably, and was a fair batter. Clement
played a very strong game in left field, covering a lot of territory, and
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having a very strong and accurate throw. He should. make an exceptionally good college outfielder next year-. He was a good batter. Eaton was
handicapped by having caught before he entered college, and so had to
play a new position. He was a fair batter.
FOOTBALL
The football season of 1901 was a season characterized by mishaps and
adversities of every kind. The outlook at first was not of the brightest, and
this, coupled with the course of events, proved a powerful factor in the.
history of the team. In the first place, work of renovating the show_e r
baths in the gymnasium was left to be ·d one at the time they were most
needed, and it was not completed until a few days before the final game.
with Wesleyan. Another serious drawback was the decision of the .management to use the Hartford High School team for practice work in p~ace
of the regular" Consolidated," which deprived the college team of a number
of available substitutes.
·
Starting out under such conditions, with an unusually small number of
men to pick from, with scarcely any effort on the part of some of the
men to train, and without a training table, it is n<;>t to be considered that_
the result of the season's work would be all that might be expected, no
matter how good the quality of the material at hand.
We do not wish it to be concluded from this that the work of the team·
does not deserve commendation; for a brief summary of the differ_e nt games,_
despite their scores, will show that the playing was of a very good order.
In the Yale game, after only two days of practice, the team made a_
most creditable showing, allowing only four touchdowns. • It developed.
that the team was capable of playing a strong defensive game, but a number of the men were badly crippled.
On the following Saturday, in the game at Hanover, the play was not
of so good a quality, although in the first half the defensiye work was
strong. This falling off was due to the crippled condition in which the
Yale game had left the men.
One of the hardest games-and probably the hardest game-of the
year was played with West Point on October 12; and the work of the team
was magnificen~, both on the offensive and defensive, when the strength of
the cadet team is considered, an~ the fact that none of her gains netted
more than five yards.
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The good work of the West Point game was re·peated a week later in a
tie game with the strong Amherst eleven, which had just held Yale down
to six points.
A striking contrast, and without doubt the biggest slump of the season,
occurred in the game with Tufts, in which practically the whole team went
to pieces.
The Hamilton game proved a disappointment, because it was lost more
through the oversight of an official than the ragged work of the team.
In the New York University game the team "got together" and
showed good team work. The line was strong, and the back-field, although
a trifle slow at times, played well.
The Wesleyan game solved the question of endurance, and proved a
test of ·the staying qualities of a well trained team and one partly trained.
The team played a game creditable in every respect, and one with which
no fault can be found; but it was clearly evident, at the end of the first
half, that Trinity did not have the stamina and endurance to win out.
THE TRACK TEAM
More interest was shown in the track team the past season than has been
seen at Trinity in several years. While the under-class meet in the fall was·
~ot a success, neverthel~ss good material was shown to be in the freshmen
class. Upon Captain ·R ankin's call for candidates in February about forty
men came out, and under the able coaching of Mr. Vette and Captain Rankin the training progressed smoothly.
_When out-of-door work commenced, the need of a cinder path was felt,
the long-distance men having no proper place to try out. The sprinters,
hurdlers, jumpers and weight men had training facilities, and they showed
this by· their subsequent work in the meets.
As the time for the Wesleyan meet· approached, interest increased, and
all the men trained and worked with commendable enthusiasm, and were
helped in their work by numerous spectators, which does much towards
keeping the spirit of the men up and helps to win victories.
·
At last the men were in the best shape possible, considering the limited
~acilities, and the day of the Wesleyan meet arrived. This meet was lost
by a close score, 70-64: mainly through the lack of proper training of the·
distance men. Captain Rankin, Van Weelden, Walker, W. Johnson,
Henderson and Merriam did goo·d work, being ably supported by the
othe:-s, Walker breaking the college record for the 120-- yard· hurdles.
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The men who had shown up in the best form were taken to "the N. E.
I. A. A. meet at Worcester, where the reputation of the Old Gold and
Blue was well upheld. Van Weelden established a new record for the
broad jump.
R. N. Weibel proved to be a most capable manager, and did much
towards the success of the team.
The lesson learned from the past season was that it is impossible to
make a winning team, and one that can show its true capabilities, without
proper means of training. As every one knows, a cinder track i~ an absolutely essential feature for a track team, and that is what we now lack. If
in the near future we can have this most needful addition, we may confidently expect to see Trinity's colors carried to the front, and victory be
ours where now we have to submit to defeat.
BASKETBALL
The past season in basketball was most satisfactory in every respect.
The season was a critical one for the team in many ways.
The team
had just been admitted to the Athletic Association, the game was practically unknown at the college, and it was the second, and therefore the
important year of the N. E. I. B. B. A., which Trinity organized last
year. Happily, everything turned out successfully. The team played
well, interest was aroused in the college, and the League was a success.
Trinity won the only League game played in Hartford, defeating Holy
Cross, and played Williams and Dartmouth close . games. Defeated Brown
twice, and wound up the season by defeating Wesleyan decisively in Middletown.
The blocking, passing and general floor work of the team was very
good, the one weak point being in goal throwing. A large amount of the
team's success was due to the interclass series, which, besides affording
excellent practice, developed new men. Mr. Velte, as coach, proved most
efficient, and perfected the team play.
Captain Crane, at center, played a good, consistent game throughout,
blocking, passing and throwing well for goal. Howe and Duffee were
speedy floor men, but were a trifle light, and unsteady in goal throwing.
Henderson and Van Weelden made very strong guards, and muc,h of the
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success was due to their work. They were both fast and sturdy blockers.
Henderson also was an accurate basket thrower. Clement had small oppor:
tunity to show his ability, but in his few chances showed up well.
The prospects for next yen.rare bright. While two of the men graduate
this year, yet with the three remaining members of the team and the new
material, Trinity should make a strong bid for the pennant.

LOVE SONG

A BOVE the summer sea, lovei
The stars shine silently;
My heart is full of thee, love,
And I will dream of thee.
*

*

*

*

*

Alas! alas! I slept, love,
Straight through the quiet night;
My promise wasn' t kept, love;
I didn't dream a mite.
I can't help sleeping some, love, Say, six or seven hours, But dreams of thee won't come, love,
To a man of sleeping powers.
Now, don't you mind at all, love;
Please do not sigh nor weep ;
You see, I play baseball, love,
And I must have my sleep.

THE BASKETBALL TEAM

COMMUNICATIONS
328 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA, June, 1902.
DEAR SIR:Last year I sent out a circular to all the Trinity College alumni asking
for subscriptions, small or _large, for the Library. The success attending
this circular was very gratifying. Most of the subscriptions were of small
sums, but they counted up fast. Hundreds of books have been bought, and
the example thus set has led people to support and encourage the Library
in other ways.
I am now anxious to secure subscriptions for our new Biological or
Natural History Department, which can also be wonderfully developed by
small sums. We need material and specimens for the large museum in our
new building. We get material for it so slowly that it looks empty. The
material we had in our old museum is almost lost in it. We can, I think,
by taking advantage of the experience of other museums make ours the
most remarkable college museum in the country. Even with the small
equipment we have obtained through the energy of Professor Edwards,
our museum has become so popular that we have been obliged to throw it
open to the public of Hartford on Saturdays.
We are now teaching biology by the best and most modern methods ;
we have examined other museums; we are in touch with the people who
can supply the best specimens of animal, bird, insect and marine life,
specimens in mineralogy, geology and botany, material to illustrate the life
of extinct or savage races, the cave dwellers, mound builders, lake dwellers,
cliff dwellers, Indians, etc. The Trustees have done their part by appropriating $600, which was all they could spare from the college funds, and
this sum has been used for purchasing material constantly needed for
instruction under our modern methods of teaching and investigating.
What will you do to help? Do not be afraid to give a sum that seems
small. Remember that one dollar will purchase at least one of some of
the specimens that are needed, and that $3 or $5 purchases a very good or
a remarkable specimen. v\T e have nearly a thousand living alumni, and if
each one of them will furnish a dollar, I will guarantee that the museum
at the next commencement will be well worth a visit. I am, of course,
subscribing; and in order that we may have results as quickly as possible,
I have sent an order for some fine Florida specimens to the full amount of
my subscription.
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Draw checks to the order of the treasurer of Trinity College, and send
them, or money in any form, to Charles E. Graves, Esq., 39 Pearl street,
Hartford, Conn.
Truly yours,
Sidney G. Fisher.
To the Editor of the Tablet:
The wisdom of arranging games for Trinity's football team of next fall
with teams that are not natural rivals of the college and of omitting games
usually played with Amherst and Williams-games which are most satisfactory and interesting, does not appear on the surface. It would seem as
if the change will neither be beneficial to the team or the college at large.
A n Alumnus.
The above communication would seem to call for a few words of comment and perhaps explanation.
Anyone who is familar with college
athletics will at once appreciate the difficulties attendant upon the arrangement of a perfectly satisfactory schedule, and especially if there is any
delay in getting into communication with other teams. This year's management was handicapped at the start by an unavoidable delay of several
weeks in the election of the manager. For the past three years we have
played tie games with Amherst in which neither side scored, and it was
hoped last fall that the coming season would furnish an exciting game and
a decisive result. It is, therefore, a source of regret that the suspense will
be prolonged another ye_a r, and we are sorry to miss a contest with our
confreres at Williamstown. But on the whole the schedule is well planned,
and will, we think, supply as many interesting games as usual. [ Ed.

To the Editor of the Tablet:
A dual league with Amherst, or a triangular league composed of
Wesleyan, Williams, and Trinity, would do much to arouse enthusiasm in
athletics at Trinity. Some plan of this sort might be brought before the
Athletic Association of the college, for action.
An Alumnus.

A bunco steerer came around
The· gentle sheep to fleece;
The thoughtful cow then blew her horn
To summon the police.

THE STROLLER

-J

a day or two the college year will be over, and THE STROLLER will be
able to go back to his peaceful contemplations; but just at present
things are far from peaceful. THE STROLLER enjoys lots of things, but
there are one ?r two which he thinks can be hardly called pleasure. We
hear so much about." The gay festivities of Commencement Week." It
may be all right, but it sounds peculiar. Take the senior dramatics. Is it
a pleasure to rehearse weeks and weeks for that play, and then to march
grandly out on the stage at the critical moment, and only by a great effort
restrain yourself from asking for a "Subscription of fifteen cents" to buy
a coral necklace for Adams. THE STROLLER does not think so. There
are others just as bad, too, Class Day comes around, and THE STROLLER
conducts various friends around the buildings. After making the circuit
eight times with as many different parties, THE STROLLER begins to think
it is a dream, and that he is not at college any more. His friends rather
agree with him, too, when he points wearily to the alligator tank, and says
sadly: "This is the baseball cage." To break the monotony, he invites a
few visitors into his room. With the trifling exception of a trunk on the
writing desk, the room looks very well, with the bedroom doors shut, and
the conversation is just becoming easy and graceful, when there is a crash
in the closet, and his room-mate passes out of the door in scant attire, having vainly attempted for fifteen minutes to occupy the same shelf in the
closet with a kerosene can and two flatirons. Then there are the Class
Day exercises. This is easier; for all THE STROLLER has to do is to sit
and perspire, while such snatches of wisdom as "Average height," "Fellow students! " " 1902," "Alma mater," " Loziers'," " Two-step,"
'' Those who by their kindness,'' '' Farewell,'' '' We welcome you,'' reach
his ears. Then it is over and the scene changes. There are swarms of
men everywhere in the dusk of the evening, each speaking in a still, small
voice, " Got another stud?" "What time is it?" •' Is that my carriage? "
"Has a-n-y-b-o-d-y got another stud?" and so on. This means that the
senior "Prom" will begin shortly. Then there is the usual confusion over
programmes and dances, and it doesn't help matters when THE STROLLER
starts in by saying, "Let me see! I believe this one is ours." And after
a mad search after his programme, finally unearths a ticket to the annual
fair at the Shiloh Baptist Church. Anyway, it is over at last,. and the
bright rays of the morning sun shine full on the wilted shirt bosom of
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many a weary dancer, and the college (or the undergraduates, at least)
takes . on the appearance of a chicken-yard after a storm. Then comes
Tuesday, when the alumni are back in force, and there _is handshaking
everywhere, and meetings and reunions, until THE STROLLER wanders
aimlessly into a room where he sees but one or two men, and is about to
make himself comfortable, when he is requested to leave; as "This is a 1904
class meeting." Commencement Day comes, and the trying ordeal is at
last over. Then the recent seniors begin to walk around with a different
air, in the endeavor to appear like real "Alumuses," as the men who
dropped Latin would have it. The campus begins to look deserted.
Trunks line the walk. Adams comes around for a last installment on last
year's "Turkey money," and the festivities are at an end. Only a few
little formalities remain to be attended to, chief among these being the
ever-present gas bill and the letter inclosing railroad fare. Then the last
man leaves, the doors are locked, the lawn mower pauses in its mad career,
the cobwebs gather over the telephone room, and Duffy goes out to have a
last look at the sky in order to determine the weather for next September.

THE savant says:

" Creation's out of date,
One mustn't use such a term,
For all things grow
From some seed, don't you know,
Or develop from a glow,
According to predetermined fate.''
But I still believe in '' Creation,''
For I noticed on Class Day
That both Julia and May
Created a sensation.

THE TRINITY TRUE
QF truth anchored deep as thy rock-bedded walls:
Of courage as strong as thy stone-buttressed halls;
Thou wouldst build us a manhood that knightly may be,
If true to the teachings we learn at thy knee;
Then to home, country, self; in ruth and in rue,
We'll be true, college mother, yes, "Trinity True."
Where thy campus fronts Northam's tall towers of stone,
Thou hast 'p lanted the flag of our Country, and shown
That thy motto, '' Pro Patria,'' the slogan must be
For him who bears sonshi p, leal mother, to thee ;
Yes, the blue and the gold, to the red, white and ·b lue,
vVill stand ever loyal and '~ Trinity True."
Thou hast moulded the fathers; thou canst mould well their sons ;
To the son of thy son thy deepest love runs ;
In the fire, the strain, of youth's tempted hours
Thou wilt care for them more because they are ours :
Till the father, the son, aye, the son's mother, too,
Will thank God that they both were bred '' Trinity True.''
Be it glory of victory; be it test of defeat,
We bring, college mother, to lay at thy feet;
No triumph can deepen thy love for thy sons;
Brave defeat, if in honor, 's but victory won;
In the up; in the down, of the gold and the blue,
Stand we shoulder to shoulder and "Trinity True."

,,
In the gold and the blue of the star-studded sky
Thou hast nailed, gracious mother, our colors on high ;
Teach us true to the highest, the noblest of life;
Give us guidance for youth, mould our manhood for strife,
Till the gold of the star, from the dome of the blue,
Keeps ward o'er the grave of the "Trinity True."

PERSONAL
'33-A memorial to the Rev. Dr. DAVID H. SHORT, has been placed in the
new chancel of Trinity Church, Southport, Conn.
'Q9_:_EDMUND M. FERGUSON, and GEORGE C. BuRGWIN, '72, have been
elected members of the Standing Committee of the Diocese of Pittsburg ..
'65-The Rev. CHARLES TYLER OLMSTEAD, D. D., of St. Agnes' Chapel,
in Trinity Parish, New York, has been elected Bishop Coadjutor of
Central New York.
'68-The address of the Rev. FRANK H. PoTTS is changed to 306 University Avenue, S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
'70-The residence of the Rev. GEORGE McCLELLAN FISKE, D. D., rn
Providence, R. I., is changed to 97 Williams Street.
'73-The Rev. F. 0. GRANNISS is now rector of Grace Cathedral, Indianapolis, Ind.
'77-The Rev. C. C. EDMUNDS was the essayist at the annual meeting of
the alumni of the General Theological Seminary. The annual sermon
before the alumni of Berkeley Divinity School was preached by the
Rev. M. K. Bailey, and the sermon at the ordination by the Rev. W.
H. VIBBERT_, D. D., '58.
'86-Prof. GEORGE E. BEERS has changed his place of residence to Guil. ford, Conn.; his office, however, remains as heretofore in New
Haven, Conn.
'91-The Rev. JOHN F. PLUMB has been elected Archdeacon in the Litchfield Archdeaconry of Connecticut. He succeeds the Rev. JAMES H.
GEORGE, '72, who has removed.
'94-Married, in St. George's Church, Flushing, L. I., on June 4, FRANCIS
CRUGER EDGERTON, M. D., and Miss Edith Hopkins Arnold.
'96-GEORGE 0. HOLCOMBE has left the ministry of the Episcopal Church
and become a member of the Old South Church, in Boston, Mass.
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'97-HERMANN VoN WECHLINGER SCHULTE, havi?g completed his course·
at the College of Physicians and Surgeons. received the degree of
M. D. at the recent commencement of Columbia University. His
address is 47 West Twenty-fifth Stred, New York City.
-GILBERT E. PEMBER and DANIEL H. VERDER, '99, were graduated
at the Berkeley Divinity School on the 3d of June, 1902, Mr. Pember
receiving the degree of Bachelor of Divinity. They were ordained on
the 4th of June in the Church .o f the Holy Trinity, Middletown, Conn.
'98-LLOYD GrnsoN REYNOLDS of Erie, Pa., accepted a legal position, on
March 1, 1902, with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. His address is care of that company, No. 15 Dey Street, New
York City, N. Y.
-WILLIAM M. AusTIN is . now residing at 573 North Broad Street,
Elizabeth, N. J.
'99-FRANK A. McELWAIN was graduated at the commencement of Seabury Divinity School, Faribault, on the third day of June. The subject of his graduating thesis was "Theories of Atonement and the
Church's Doctrine."
-ALLEN R. VAN METER, having graduated from the Philadelphia
Divinity School, was ordained Deacon on Trinity Sunday by Bishop
MACKAY-SMITH, '72.
-REGINALD H. ,VILLcox , ORROK P. CoLLOQ..UE, and LLOYD R. BENSON, graduates of the General Theological Seminary, were ordained
Deacons in Calvary Church, New York, on Trinity Sunday.
'01-AuGUSTUS TALCOTT WYNKOOP is with the Remington Arms Co.,
Ilion N. Y. His address is 35 Plant Street, Utica, N. Y.
-WALTER ALFRED MiTcHELL is employed in the Switchboard, Maintenance and Furnishing Department of the New York and New .
Jersey Telephone Co. After having been employed in all parts of
Long Island, Mr. Mitchell is now Assistant Night Wire s:;hief of
"Main," the largest exchange on the island. Mr. Mitchell's address
is 566 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
-ARTHUR REGINALD VAN DE WATER is no longer a broker, as he is
now connected with the Equitable Life Insurance Co., at 180 Broadway, being associated with EDWIN PEMBERTON TAYLOR, JR., '00.
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'01-HuGH DEMPSTER WILSON, JR., having finished a -year's work as instructor in Greek and English at the Rutger's Prep. School, New
Brunswick, N. J., contemplates going into business next fall. His
address is 525 Madison Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
-FRANCIS ELY WATERMAN is studying architecture at Columbia University, New York City. Mr. Waterman should be addressed at 829
West End Avenue, New York City.
-FRANK STEPHEN MOREHOUSE was second man in the junior class at
the General Theological Seminary this year.
- JoHN DAULBY Ev ANS, non-gr., is with the .L'Etna Indemnity Co. of
Hartford. Addres.s, 114 Vernon Street.
-SAMUEL WALDEN CooKE, non-gr., is in the rubber business at 97
Chambers Street, New York City. Mr. Cooke's home address is
Stamford, Conn.
-C. H. ·WHEELER has accepted a position with the General Electric
Co'., Schenectady, N. Y.

The elephant announced that he was laying for the monk,
"The beast," said he, "to tease me put a moth-ball in my trunk."

TIFFANY & CO.
Diamond and
Gem Merchants
Gold and Silver=
Smiths Stationers
and Dealers
in Artistic
Merchandise
CORRESPONDENCE
INVITED ••

Dtsigns and
Ertimatu for

Class Rings
Fraternity Pins
Class Cups
Heraldic Engravings
Book Plates
Etc, Etc.

UNION SQUARE
NEW YORK
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"THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF A MERICA."

Charter Perpetual.

Incorporated 1819.

. $4,000,000.00
. 14,071,948.37
4,410,877.80

Cash Capital,
Cash Assets,
Total Liabilities, .

Net Surplus,
$5,661,070. 57
Surplus as to Policy Holders, 9,661,070.57
Losses Paid in 83 Years,
90,931,965.36

"W'lY.1:- E. CL.A.RX:, Freside:n.t_
E. 0. WEEKS, Vice-Pres't.

W. H. KING, Secretary,
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, Assistant Secretaries.

j KEELER & GALLAGHER, Gen'l Agents.

WESTERN BRANCH,
.p3 Vine St ., Cincinnati, 0.
NORTHWESTERN BRANCH,
Omaha; Neb.

1 W.

PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal.

{ BOARDMAN & SPENCER, } General Agents.

INLAND MARINE DEPARTMENT,

1

j WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent.
P. HARFORD, Ass't Gen'l .Agent.

j CHICAGO, lu.s .• 145 LaSalle St.
YoRK, 52 William St.

BOSTON, <;5 Kilby St.
PHILADELPHIA, 229 Walnut St.

1 NEW

THE

Hartford

lEt na National Bank
OF HARTFORD.

T heological Seminary

CAPITAL,

$525,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS.

$470,000.00
DEPOSITS,

$3,000,000.00
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN . STREET,
./Etna Life building, next door to Public Library.

Open to all College Graduates of all
Denominations on Equal Terms

OFFICERS.

A. SPRNCER, JR., President.
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President.
W. D. MORGAN, Cashier
DIRECTORS.

Thorough Training
Ample Equipment
Special Courses in Missions and Religious
Pedagogy

App{y to Professor Jacobus

HON. LEVERETT BRAINARD,
President Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co.; exMayor of City of Hartford.
HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY
President )Etna Life Insurance Company; ex.
Governor State of Connecticut.
APPLETON R. HILLYER,
JAMES B. CONB,
Vice-President.
Hartford.
ALFRED SPENCER, JR., President.
This bank offers to depositors every facility which
their balances, business and responsibility warrant.
Safe deposit boxes for rent. London drafts and
letters of credit issued.
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Thorough Inspections and Insurance against Loss or Damage to Property and Loss
of Life and Injury to Persons caused by
STE.A.~

EOJ:LEE.

EXFLOSJ:ONS.

J. M. ALLEN, President.
WM. B. FRANKLIN, Vice-President.
F. B. ALLEN, Second Vice-President.

J. B. PIERCE, Secretary.
L. B. BRAINERD, Treasurer,
L. F. MIDDLEBROOK, Asst. Secretary.

PHOENIX FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF

HARTFORD,

CONN.

STATEMENT, JANUARY
CASH CAPITAL,
RESERVE FOR OUTSTANDING LOSSES,
RESERVE FOR RE-INSURANCE,
NET SURPLUS,
TOTAL ASSETS, J ANDARY 1 1900,

1, I 900.
$2,000,000.00
271,196.53
2,029,575.53
1,222,877.58
$5,523,649.70

--DJ:E.ECTOE.S.--

Charles M. Beach,
Pliny Jewell,
Henry A. Redfield,
Henry K. Morgan,
D. W. C. S'KILTON, President.
MILLIGAN, Secretary.

EDWARD

Charles H. Smith,
Lyman B. Jewell,
Henry C. Dwight,
Ward W. Jacobs,

D. W. C. Skilton,
J. H. Mitehell,
Charles H. Northam,
John H. Hall.

J. H. MITCHELL, Vice-President.
- - - ~ - -JOHN B. KNox, Assistant Secretary.

DICKINSON, BEARDSLEY

~

BEARDSLEY, Local Agents,

OFFICES: 65 Pearl St. and 664 M:ain St,

ill ill JS The Caps and Gowns used by Class of 1902 are from The Intercollegiate

Bureau and Registry of Academic Costu.me. JiJ Cotrell 6 Leonard, Albany, N. Y.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR ALUMNI.

The Parsons Theatre Cafe and Restaurant,
J. B. RYAN,

PROPRIETOR,

RAREBITS.

formerly proprietor of the Elm Tree Inn, Farmington.

GAME.

OYSTERS.

Private Dining Rooms for Suppers.

STEAKS AND CHOPS.

PIEL BEER.

I@= Special attention given to Banquets and Bachelor Dinners.

THE NEAL,

GoFF & INGLIS Co.,

976 to 986 Main Street,
-SELL-

F urnituret Rugst Pictures and Frames
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS.
Also COUCH COVERS AND PILLOWS, MATTRESSES, Etc.
F. C. DAVIS .

H. R. WARNER.

The Geeley Clothing Company,
HARTFORD, CONN'

Best Stock.

Lowest Prices.

201 ASYLUM ST., cor. Ha ynes, Hartford, Conn.

GILLO TT ,S~:!~f:~"JPii
PENS

SPORTING
GOODS ~

604 E. F., 001 E. F.

THE STANDARD PENS OF THE WORLD.

Stub
Polnta-1008,
1071, 1083.
For Vertical
Wrltlng-1045
(Vertlcular), 1046 (Vertlgraph l ,
1047 (Multlscrlpt.), 1065, 1066, 1UG7.
Court-House Serlea-1064, 1065, 1066, and others.

Athletic Supplies.
AND

DEALERS IN

Pianos, Organs, & Musical .Merchandise.

RETAILERS OF

.7ashiona/Jle Clothes /or 'IJ/en.
27 ASYLUM STREET.

JOHN M. GALLUP & CO.,

FOOT BALL,
BASE BALL,
GOLF GOODS.

tilLLOTT'S PENS,
THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS,

OAINEDTHE

uCRAND PRIX,"
Paris Exposition, 1900.
This is the Highest Prize ever A. warded to PeDS.

Guns and Ammunition.

HARRY HAWKSWORTH,
Dealer in

The

A~D~US &liAEDEuE Co.
272 Asylum Street.

~Wines, Liquors, Ales, Lager Beer,~
Cigars, Etc.
111 Main Street,

English Ale on Draught.
330 Main St., Charter Oak Corner
Hartford, Conn.
'
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DIEGES & CLUST
"IF WE MADE IT, IT'S RIGHT."

I

Official
Jewelers
of the
Leading
Colleges
Schools and
Associations

CLASS

PINS

FRATERNITY

PINS

M EDALS

CUPS,

ETC.

WATCHES
DIAMOND&
JEWELRY

25 JOHN STREET
NEW YORK

TRINITY COLLEGE ·
HAIR CUTTER,
J. G. MARCH,
No. 9 Asylum ~treet. Hartford.

CONNECTICUT TRUST AND SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY,
Corner nf Main and Pearl Streets.

Capital, $300,000.

P. L. REILLY,

HUDSON ST. HACK AND LIVERY STABLE
678 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

Boston University Law School
Over 30 Instructors and 400 Students
Opens October 1, 1902.
Send for Leaflet: "Where to Study Law."
SAMUEL C. BENNETT, Dean.

D. F. BURNS,
Dealer in

Groceries, neats and Fish,
A full assortment of Bakery Supplies,
·
made solely by myself.
304:. 310 Park Street, Hartford.

Surplus, $200,000.

BANKING BUSINESS.
Conducts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened and Deposits received subject to
check at sight. Accounts solicited. Also
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.
The most capacious and impregnable in the
City. 1000 safe boxes for rent at from $10 to
$100 per annum, according to size.
TRUST DEPARTMENT.
Is authorized by its charter to act as Trustee
for individuals and corporations, Executor or
Administrator of estates, Guardian of minors, etc.
Meigs H. Whaples, President.
Henry S. Robinson, Secretary.
John P. Wheeler, Treasurer.
Hosmer P. Redfield, Ass't Treasurer
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The Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance Company.
184:6-1901.
WHERE THE CONNECTICUT MUTUAL STANDS
Amid the many schemes devised to attract public
attention and favor to something else than life
insurance, the attitude and position of the Connecticut
Mutual has never been doubtful.
It has held to the cardinal facts: Life insurance
is for the protection of those dependent on a man's
life; their dependence make it his unavoidable duty.
Those dependents we assume to protect by our contract, at his personal cost; our duty to them is to
make that protection as large, as secure, and as
certainly available to them as possible; our duty to
him is to make its cost to him as small as possible.
JACOB L. GREENE, Prea't.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, V.-Prea't.

HERBERT H. WHlTE, Sec'y,
DA.NIEL B. WELLS, Actuary

Hartford
• Woven Wire Mattress Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Woven Wire and Link Mattresses, Metallic
Bedsteads (plain and ornament,al), . Folding Cribs .and Co~s, Wire Door Mats, Wire
Window Guards, Grill Work for Offices.I

•

Also manufacturers of As~tic Furniture and Hospital and Institution Supplies of all descriptions.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY,
Hartford, Coan,
618 Capitol Avenue.
P. 0. Box 363 .

-SEE-

SEIDLER & MAY,
Nos. 3of to JI8 Pearl Street.

DESKS, BOOKCASES, EASY CHAIRS,
White Enamel Beds, Mattresses, &c.
PRICES RIGHT.

R. S. PECK & CO.,
Printers and Engravers.
College Printers.

Mercantile Printer,.

Printers for any one who uses first-class
high grade work.

26 and 28 HIGH STREET .

HENRY ANTZ,
FIRST-CLASS

:Mair ~ressing J:\oom,
27 "Bearl Street, 3{artford, CLonn..

"HARTFORD LINE."
lJAILY SERVICE.
Leave Pier 24, East River, New York": and too• of State
Street, Hartford, Daily, except Sunday,

AT 5.00 P. II.

1Ran~all,

stoppin" at Intermediate Landings.on the Connecticut River.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-From October 15th, until close of
navigation Steamers will Leave Hartford

AT 4.00 P. II.

• • Photographer, • •
,If !l'ralt cStrt1el.,

FOR FURNITURE

.Harl/on/., Conn

Highest Awards in United States and Europe.
College Work a Specialty

W. C. MASON & CO.
Successors to J. J. Poole & Co• .
: ·. ·: HARD AND SOFT WOOD : . ·.:
. .
---. .

COAL;
Best Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna !or
Domeatic Purpo1ea.

Office: 746 Main St., Trust Co.'s Buildinl?,

HELP THOSE WHO HELP US-PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.
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THE TRAVELERS

TOij.1\CCO J.1\llS
AND

.1\SH T}l.1\YS

Decorated with
Fraternity Emblems

Insurance Company, at Fra11k Crygier'~ Cigat Stote,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

248 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

Chartered 1863. (Stock.) Life, Accident and
Employers Liability I~surance.

THE .l£TNA
INDEMNITY COMPANY,

Its Assete Exceed

Thirty-two Millions.

Orianlzed, March, lli97.

SURETY BONDS.
The Oldest Accide~nt Company in America
and the Most Successful in the World.

It is also one of the Largest .Life Insurance
Companies in America.
It is doing a Larger Business to-day

than Ever Before.

650

MAIN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

Q!fyarfrr le)ak ~arnrr ,©fyop,

If you want the Best you can buy it of
The Travelers of Hartford.
It has paid to Policy-holders since 1864

Over Forty-four 11illion Dollars.
~

JOHN F. SHULTHIESS, Proprietor.
Corner Asylum and Trumbull Streets,
HARTFORD, CO N.

THOMAS

J.

SINNOTT,

Practical Plumber and Gasfitter

WRITES LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH
AND LIABILITY CONTRACTS.

Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Estimates furnished on application.
248 PARK STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.

~

'l'elephone Call 4:28-6.

SYLVESTER C. DUNHAM, President.
JOHN E. MORRIS, Sec'y.
H. J. _JtlESSENGER. Actuary'
J.B. LEWIS, II. D., Medical Director and Adjuster.
E. V. PRESTON, Gen'! Mgr. of Agencies.

.

SEND FOR APPLICATION FORMS.
HOME OFFICE:

.

THE

Empire Steam Laundry
-ISA-

IOHAT J. ALLYN, P110,.
JOHN J, DAHILL, IIIAIIACIH,

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLANS.
Located in the business center, corner of
Asylum and Trumbull
Streets. Electric cars
pass the door every
two minutes. Hotel
Electric Bus meets all
trains.
American Plan, $3 to
to $5 per day. European Plan, $1.50 to $3
per day.
· ·

...

GOOD WORK LAUNDRY a.nd a. QUICK WORK LAUNDRY

Agency at Trinity College Store.
W. E. FANNING, Proprietor,

Office, 32 Pratt Street.
Works, 286, 288, 290 and 292 Sheldon Street.

WM. F. BRODERICK,
( Successor to D. E. Greene,)

· No. 4 Ford Street, - Hartford, Conn.
FURNACES, RANGES AND TIN

W AJtE,

TIN, COPPltR AND SHEJtT IRON WORK •

Furnace and Roof Rtt-pairing a specialty,
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THE CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD COMPANY,
PRINTERS AND BINDERS,

BOOK and 'JOB

PRIN.T ING ...
PEARL AND TRUMBULL STREETS, HARTFORD, CONN.
Prompt Service.

Largest Facilities.

SPRING STYLES NOW READY.
Established 1848.

Stern Bros.

orner

l

"REGAL" ~
~
$3.50 SHOES

Cl\a1Ilbetli11 & S1taug411e~~Y,
SOLE AGENTS,

MARWICK DRUG STORES,
~

_3.)

~

They'll win you at sight . .

ANYTHING YOU WANT
THAT A DRUG STORE
SHOULD HA VE YOU
WILL FIND AT THE

C

Fit as well as
any custom
made Shoes . .

Made as well
as any $5
or $6 Shoes.

Fine Custom Tailors,

80 Trumbull Street.
Suits $15 up. 'Pants $t up.
Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
HARRY SCELL

.

Correct Prices.

kiain and Asylum and
Asylum and Ford Sts.

THE BONNER- PRESTON
843 91/ain cStreel.,

Co.,

.Jfarll'ord., Conn,

AT ALL TIMES

MAKE

Us

YouR CONVENIENCE.

Hart£ord Trust
Company, Hartford, Conn. '
Organized October, l868.
CAPITAL, .
SURPLUS,

And Dealers in
Metal Ceilings, Wall Papers, Paints,

Artists' Materials, Photographi~ Good5

DRAWING AND PAINTING OUTFITS.
Special Rates for StudeDts.

. $300,000
200,000

STUDIO, 1039 MAIN STREET.

Conducts a General Banking, Trust and Safe
Deposit Business.
Accounts of individual~ 1 firms, corporations
and banks mvited.

RAL1;J1ls. ~f~Z>lfyt1:e{.!l~~~~reeldent. ·
1
FRANK c. SUM~A}bT;~~b :Cf°, Supt. Safe Deposit Dept.

F. ~- Johnson,

A. B@ -D DBRA.N,

~ v i , g ~,fi,otog,z,~,fi,0,z,,

Dealer in New and Second-Hand Clothing,
Boots and Shoes,-Also Bought and Sold.

~ f60 . Ftont Street,

Hartford, Conn.

PAYING HIGHEiT CASH PRICES FOR WHATEVER CAST-OFF
CLOTHING YOU MAY H,AVE ,TO DISP0!1-Jl: OF.
pr-Drop me a Postal giving your address and I wm call on you._.a

· /039 91/ain cSt., Jfarll'ord., Conn,
======
GROUP WORK A SPECIALTY.
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"AS YOU GROW OLD, GROW RICH."
EVERY YOUNG MAN wants to get on.
He wants to feel that he is making money and accumulating it.
THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY
in which a bright, progressive young man can view the matter with satisfaction
to himself, and that is to
CAPITALIZE HIS ANNUAL SAVINGS.
Let them represent instalments on a fixed capital.-Something worth whilepayable at a future date. BUY

)ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ENDOWMENTS PA v ABLE IN CASH or 4% Bonds if purchaser ·is living at the end
of 10, 15," 20 or more years, as may be selected. The full amount payable in
Cash or 4% Bonds at death of purchaser if it occurs before maturity of
Endowment.
"DOING MAKES WEALTH,-WAITING POVERTY."

CHAS. H. BELL, Druggist,

Plimpton
Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.

PROPRIETOR OF

Bell's Famous Coca Wine,
"'

Printers and Engravers.
College Stationery a Specialty.

Dean's Laundry,
379 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
Perfect Service.
Prompt Delivery.
SHIRTS ALL HAND IRONED.

Laundry called for and delivered.

60c. pint; $1.00 quart. Great help to tired students.
Remember our Liniment, a great thing in athletic
exercises. 639 MAIN STREET. opposite Atheneum.
HA VE YOUR WORK DONE BY

GEORGE'S EXPRESS CO.
4 Central Row, Hartford, Conn.
The College Express. Telephone Connection.

ARTHUR JOHNSON

&

COMPANY,

66 West 42d Street, N. Y.
OUTFITTERS TO THE

lf you want the Finest Work in the City
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO •

GEO. L. BEST'S Custom Laundry
42 Elm Street, Hartford, Conn.
We use same style Collar and Cuff Machine
as Earl & Wilson

STUDENT ATHLETE.
Base Ball, Golf, Tennis, Track and Field Supplies.

'/lwrOrders given to GEO. B. VELTE
will receive prompt attention.

THE TRINITY TABLET.
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Hubert~Fischer~ Brewery,

Corner Park and Lawrence Streets,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Extra Bot;t;ling Lager
fo11 ttotet and family Use a Specialty.

PLUJH:BING
of your hom e placed in sanitary condition by
; : : : LICENSED PLUMBERS : : : :

N. B. BULL & SON,
345 Asylum Street.

Estah li h ed 18M.

Telt,phone 1010-5.

JOHN COOMBS,
FLORIST,
688 Main St., Hartford, Ct.

4-l!RTFORD
'!vPEWRITERS
Price, $60.00
No . 2 .

FULL GRADE STANDARD TYPEWRITERS
EITHER SINGLE KEYBOARD OR SHIFT KEY.

The Hartford Typewriter Co.,
CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

474 Capitol Ave., Hartford, Conn.

iii iii iii The Caps and Gowns used by Class of 1902 are from The Intercollegiate

Bureau and Registry of Academic Costume. J/il Cotrell l:J Leonard, Albany, N. Y.
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H.lI. Wlb-LES
1013 MAIN S'I'REET,
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

Will ~all for work at College Tuesday P. M. and return
· same Friday P. M.
Telephone No. :!48- 6.

Pietattes
-~ fttames

.

SANITARY LAUNDRY.

~ Etchings

J. FSTLOW, Prop'r.

A.

857

SANITARY METHODS .
FILTERED WATER .
No SAW EDGES.

Eng11a1tings

MAIN STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Jational Fire Insurance Gomuang,

Established. 25 3:Jea.rs.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

PICTURE
FRAMES
.S;;. MADE
~TO ORDER

ART STORE
~

ffl

Artists' Materials
and

34 Mulberry Street,

J.

DIRECTORS.
John R. Buck,
Henry C. Judd,
Francis T. Maxwell,
Byron A. Simmons,

Homer Blanchard,
William B. Franklin,
Frank W. Cheney,
Jame!l Nichols,

JAMES NICHOLS,

French Art Work.

HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP,

(

Capital, $1,000,000. Assets, $4,851. 789.34.

B. R. STILLMAN, Sec'y.

Chas. H. Briscoe.
Ralph H . Ensign,
J . M. Allen,
Jas. P . Taylor.

PRESIDENT.

H. A. SMITH, Ass't' Sec'y.

THE E. S. KIBBE COMP ANY,
• WH8LESALE GR8CERS,

HARTFORD CONN.

GouLET, Prop'r.

149-155 State St., Hartford, Conn.
"HELMET BRAND"
CANNED GOODS.

TEA, COFFEE,
SPICF.S and TOBACCO.

W cbbach Lights,

JESSE N. LINI.>,

Portable Stands, Tubing,
Mantels, Chimneys,
everything.

.;I, MAKER OF ,>f,

Pine Beots and Slloes.

GREEN'"S,

REPAIRING NEATLY DONE.
RUBBER HEELS PUT ON.

No. 24: STATE STBET,
(U.S. Hotel Bldg.)
Telephone 142-12

4 Kinsley St.,

Open evenings.

'Ccororor,r
fo~

•

-aalls

HARTFORD,

.

Ylffls.fa1rS,JJ
Pu~lic
Qc~i_1..10~
11
l~anda I
.
&'1-

--4.

238-240 Asylum St.

•

CoNN.
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J. F. MORAN, The Gentleman's Outfitter,
869 M"ain Street.

Come and Look our Good~ Over.

Trinity Flags and Caps a Specialty.

TheCygolf

•
"4. SHOE THAT'S RIGHT."

$3.50

Practical Footwear for Dress,
Street a,nd Athletics.
EDWIN AISHBERG, Sole Agent, 913 Main Street, HARTFORD, CONN.

GEO. L. RAPPORT,

~reacrtptlon lDruggtat,
Maple Avenue and Congress Street.
Agency for E. C. Hazard & Co.
Key West Cigars.
Kibbe's Candy.

ELM TREE INN, - - Farmington, Conn
Serre11 Table d'bote Dinners from U:30 to 2:10 p. m. A la carte Hr-rice at all
hours. We make a 1peclalt7 or Br.>lled IJTe Lob8ten and Broiled Oblckell. DlllllW
Partlea and Banque~ eerred at ehort notice. IJvery In connectloll.

J. F. cunnINO.S, Prop.

FINE WORK.

MODERATE PRICES.

E. P. CAHILL,
Draper and Tailor,
105 Pratt St. near Trumbull St.
HARTFORD:, CONN.

Electric Oars leave Hanford enry hour.

STUDENT'S TRADE SOLICITED.

TOOTH AND HAIR BRUSHES,
COMBS AND BAY RUM,
DAY AND MARTIN BLACKING,

T. SISSON &

co.,

HARTFORD, CT.

729 Main Street.

BESSE'S ICE CREAM
Same high standard is maintained year after year.
Nothing to surpass it-nothing to equal it. Catering
for wedding parties and receptions a specialty.
P, &z; J, BESSE,

Boston,
167 Tremont St.

761 Main Street,
'Phone 1-124.

Brocton Sample Shoe Store.
All High Priced Goods. Union Made Shoes.

Douglas, Walkover, Snow's, Patent Leathers, Jordan's.

$4.00 and $5.00 SHOES for $2.50.
Every Pair Guaranteed.

IOI STATE ST., HARTFORD.

Established 1870.

JOSEPH BRIMBLE,
130 Ward Street, -

Hartford, Conn.

House Painter, Decorator, and
Paper Hanging.
Graining and Hard Wood Finishing' a Specialty.

1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Fashionable Engraving
=--Stationery
0
---•-""

HARV ARD UNIVERSITY

LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.
The Lawrence Scientific School, which is under the
same Faculty as Harvard College and the Graduate
School, offers professional courses leading to the degree of S.B. in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Mining and Metallurgy; Architecture; Landscape Architecture; Chemistry"; Geology; Biology;
Anatomy, Physiology and Hygene ( as a preparation
for medical schools); Science for Teachers; and a
course in General Science. Graduates of colleges may
may be admitted to advanced standing without examination. For information concerning courses of
study, expenses, and plans of admission, address J. L.
LOVE, Secretary, 16 University Hall, Cambridge,Mass.
N. S. SHALER, Dean.
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WAVERLY
I I

E-LECTRIC

I

111111111

. AUTOMOBILES
Your wife or daughter can run it easily.
It is ODORLESS and CLEAN, LIGHT and SIMPLE.
The ideal pleasure vehicle of to-day.
Carriages ready to deliver can be seen at our factory.

Columbia Bicycle Factory,
(American Cycle Mfg. Co.)

Capitol Avenue, Hartford, Conn.

RUGS, DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS.

THE VISIBLE WRITING

UNDERWOOD
How much better your work would look if typewritten.
Write for our rental terms.

WAGNER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
755- 757 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

SJ:ii_rfngs iri great v,ari~t/keady

ade or To Measure, in O~fords,

Rayee, Pongee, Madras -a?d Sil ' plain or plaited_bosom.
Tropic!11 ~uiti in Donegal;, W o~steds, Flannels, Serges, Russian
_ CrasJi, .. ~tc._, ranging ff?tn ,$12.00 upwards for- me,n. Youths''
Boys' of ,co_ur~e, lo,wer.
, :i ,
·
~

t

J

'

>

CatalQgu~. containing ov~r
~
on re.quest. ., ,)(• _
"-l

'--:

;

-r'"

,:,,

"lqO iUusb-ations,"

